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Abstract
Traditional hydrogels have shown sub-standard multifunctional, mechanical properties in biomedical field. Gold nanopar-
ticles can provided an expanded array of nanostructured materials with exclusive biomedical properties. The nanocom-
posite hydrogels have expected to exhibit both nanomaterial and hydrogel properties, which may resulted in potential 
applications in biomedical field. Hence, the present investigation reported simple and greener approach to the prepara-
tion and properties of pH-responsive nanocomposite hydrogels (GIAE) based on itaconic acid (IA), acrylic acid, ethylene 
glycol and colloidal gold nanoparticles. The obtained nanocomposite hydrogels found to have desired exfoliated surface 
morphology and enhanced pH-sensitive swelling and thermal stability. It also showed appreciable anti-microbial prop-
erties due to presence of gold nanoparticles and IA. The cytotoxicity nature of itaconic acid based gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels were also developed ~ 90% due gold nanoparticles. Moreover, the degradation property of prepared nano-
composite hydrogels have been reduced due to bacterial inhibition tendency of gold nanoparticles. This work provides 
viewpoints to develop pH-tunable GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels with significant biological properties. The resultant 
nanocomposite hydrogels may be recommended for biomedical applications mere in future such as pH-sensitive drug 
delivery, scaffold for tissue engineering, wound healing application, antimicrobial material and nanomedicine etc.
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1 Introduction

The nanocomposite hydrogels have shown great attention 
in biomedical field due to their distinctive properties such 
as, swelling capability, biocompatibility and anti-microbial 
nature [1]. The ability to absorb aqueous solutions make 
them an exclusive material for various biomedical appli-
cations such as, contact lenses, artificial corneas, burn 
dressing, food industry, water purification and separa-
tion process [2]. The nanocomposite hydrogels have also 
shows great application in the pharmaceutical field and 
especially in drug delivery applications [3]. Among them, 
itaconic acid based hydrogels are quite important due 
to their versatile use in many biomedical applications 
which similar to any other hydrogels. Since, the unsatu-
rated itaconic acid has chosen to prepare a new variety of 
pH-sensitive gold nanocomposite hydrogels. In general, 
itaconic acid possesses two carboxylic moieties in one 
molecule which achieves the pH-sensitiveness of hydro-
gels. In general, natural monomer-based nanocomposite 
hydrogels are biodegradable, highly hydrophilic and they 
possess good biomedical properties [4]. Besides, itaconic 
acid provides its outstanding assets in polymer chemistry, 
pharmaceutical, and agricultural applications [5].

The incipient applications of hydrogels have developed 
particularly for cancer research [6]. Demand in biomedical 
applications, the biomedical materials must possess mul-
tiple functionalities [7]. Hence, the present investigation 

focused to synthesized itaconic acid based, gold nanopar-
ticles embedded hydrogels with multifunctional in nature. 
A range of nanoparticles such as gold, silver and iron oxide 
is binding with polymeric hydrogels to obtain nanocom-
posite hydrogels viz. physical, chemical interaction pro-
viding unique properties to nanocomposite hydrogels [8]. 
Developing nanocomposite hydrogels with tailored func-
tionalities have possibilities to improve a biomaterial in 
various biomedical and biotechnological applications [9].

The modification of surface interaction between the 
nanoparticles and polymeric chain may leads to change 
in material properties resulting in useful biomedical 
applications. Conversely, many nanocomposite hydro-
gels lack in some important features such as stimuli sensi-
tive, biodegradation and biocompatible properties [10]. 
Hence, the present investigation focused on pH-sensitive 
nanocomposite hydrogels. Thomas et al. [11] have been 
reported nano particles such as silver, gold, and copper is 
highly toxic to microorganisms due to their strong biocidal 
effects. Bal1 et al. [12] have prepared itaconic acid based 
silver nanocomposite hydrogels with a lesser swelling 
ratio due to  Ag+ complexation with carboxyl moieties. 
Tibbitt et al. [13], reported that for stem cell engineering, 
immunomodulation and cancer research applications 
demand multiple functionalities of the hydrogel net-
work and dynamic interactions between the surround-
ing cells. Infections associated with medical implants are 
becoming increasingly common and result in significant 
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morbidity and, in some cases, loss of natality [14]. Thus 
the synthesis of hydrogels with bactericidal properties 
has been interested. Another promising approach is the 
addition of metal nanoparticles as alternative to antibiot-
ics because of the increasing bacteria population exhibit-
ing resistance to these drugs consequently reducing their 
applicability [15]. Silver nanoparticles have been shown 
effective to combat bacteria, viruses and eukaryotic micro-
organisms [16]. Besides, gold nanoparticles makes hydro-
gels suited for medical purposes. Biodegradable hydro-
gels have achieved attention towards many researchers 
due to their activity for biological interaction with human 
body cells. Henceforth, they can be utilized in biomedical 
applications [17]. Jayaramudu et al. 2013 have prepared 
degradable gold nanocomposite hydrogels viz. enzymatic 
degradation under controlled condition. In contrary to 
that, the prepared nanocomposite hydrogels have also 
underwent for biodegradation in a natural environment 
without any external assistance [18]. In general, gold nano-
composite hydrogels have shown great attention among 
the researchers for their valuable application as an anti-
microbial material [19].

The scope of the present investigation to delineate the 
good itaconic acid based biomaterial by green perception 
with multiple functionality. The obtained hydrogels have 
interpreted in depth with FT-IR, SEM, TEM, EDX, UV, TGA, 
DTA, pH-stimuli, anti-microbial, cytotoxicity and biodegra-
dation studies. In order to investigate as biomaterial, the 
resultant itaconic acid based gold nanocomposite hydro-
gels subjected to various pathogens. In conclusion, the 
results of antimicrobial studies were parallel to the posi-
tive control. The thermal stability of gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels has been raised upon the stoichiometric con-
centration of gold nano particles. The prepared gold nano-
composite hydrogels can be useful for pH-sensitive drug 
delivery, scaffold for tissue engineering, wound healing 
application, antimicrobial material, switchable electron-
ics, intelligent therapeutic system and nanomedicine etc. 
Herein, the study of preparation of GIAE gold nanocom-
posite hydrogels for significant biomaterial is presented.

2  Experimental

2.1  Materials

Acrylic acid (AA) and Ethylene glycol (EG) and were 
received from Merck chemicals (Mumbai, India). Itaconic 
acid (IA) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich chemicals (Ban-
galore, India). AA was vacuum distilled at 54 °C/25 mm Hg 
to remove the inhibitor hydroquinone. Potassium per sul-
phate  (K2S2O8) and N, Nʹ-Methylene bis-acrylamide were 
obtained from Sigma Aldrich chemicals (Bangalore, India). 

Double distilled water used for polymerizations and prepa-
ration of buffer solutions.

2.2  Preparation of Gold nanoparticles

The gold nano particles were obtained by citrate reduction 
method. 300 mL of 0.5 mm  HAuCl4 was boiled with 30 mL 
of 38.8 mm trisodium citrate by vigorous stirring until the 
temperature reach at 97 °C. The resulting pale yellow col-
our was turned into brilliant red colour. The obtained col-
loidal gold nano solution was stored in amber bottle at 
room temperature.

2.3  Preparation of gold nanocomposite hydrogels 
GIAE

The pH-sensitive GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels of vari-
ous compositions were carried out by radical polymeri-
zation viz. green perception according to the modified 
procedure, reported previously [20]. Initially the itaconic 
acid was dissolved in distilled water. Followed by ethylene 
glycol was added into polymerization tube. The polym-
erization was carried out at 75 °C for 30 min with continu-
ous stirring in an inert nitrogen atmosphere. The obtained 
intermediate labelled as a pre-polyester. Furthermore, the 
initiator  K2S2O8 (0.05 g) and N,Nʹ-Methylene bis-acrylamide 
(0.05 g) cross linker were also added along with a stoichio-
metric amount of acrylic acid and the gold nano colloidal 
solution. The free radical polymerization was continued 
at 75 °C for 1.30 h. The formed pale brown gel confirmed 
the completion of radical polymerization. The final product 
was named as GIAE nanocomposite hydrogel. Conversely, 
the obtained product was immersed in distilled water for 
a week to remove any unreacted chemicals, by changing 
water daily and then dried at room temperature. Various 
compositions of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels have 
been prepared by changing the stoichiometry of itaconic 
acid, ethylene glycol and colloidal gold nano solution. The 
notation, description of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels 
have been shown in Table 1.

2.4  FT‑IR spectroscopic studies

Nanocomposite hydrogels (1 g/L) were crushed into a 
powder and mixed with KBr pellets. The FT-IR studies were 
carried out at room temperature. The spectra recorded 
over the wavelength range of 400–4000 with a resolution 
of 2 cm−1 using an Alpha Bruker-2009 spectrophotometer.

2.5  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

A SEM (JSM-6701S) was used to identify the specimen 
morphology of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels. The 
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swollen samples were freeze dried and kept in a vacuum. 
The prepared hydrogels were silver sputter coated under 
vacuum before observation. All the experiments were per-
formed in triplicate.

2.6  pH‑sensitive swelling studies

Dynamic swelling experiments were performed in 50 ml 
of prepared carbonate buffer solutions (CBS) in a flask 
of desire pH values ranging from 1.2. to 10.0 at ambient 
temperature. The swollen nanocomposite hydrogels were 
removed from swelling medium at regular intervals. Fol-
lowed by gels were dried superficially with clean tissue 
paper, weighed and replaced in the same flask. The swell-
ing measurements were continued until constant weight 
was reached for each sample. The amount of water uptake 
was monitored gravimetrically. The needed pH of a buffer 
medium was attained through 0.01 M dil HCl and 0.01 M 
dil NaOH. The pH of buffer medium was checked by the pH 
meter (Citizen 3000). The degree of swelling equilibrium 
 (Seq  %) was calculated as follows Eq. (1).

Here,  Wd is the initial weight of dried hydrogel,  Wt is the 
weight of the swollen hydrogel at regular time interval t, 
 Weq weight of the swollen sample at equilibrium. All the 
swelling experiments were performed in triplicate.

2.7  Thermal analysis

The decomposition temperature of itaconic acid based 
gold nanocomposite hydrogels were assessed by using the 
Thermo Gravimetric Analyser (TGA) using SEIKO model TG/
DTA 6200.U system, in the temperature range from 20 to 
8000 °C at the flow rate of 100 °C/min, under a dynamic 
 N2 atmosphere.

2.8  UV–visible spectroscopy

Freeze dried gold nanocomposite hydrogels were directly 
analysed by using UV–visible spectroscopy, i.e., LABINDIA 

(1)Seq% =
Weq −Wd

Wd

× 100

model UV 320 at room temperature. The itaconic acid 
based gold nanocomposite hydrogels were recorded in 
the absorbance range of 200–700 nm.

2.9  Energy‑dispersive X‑ray (EDX) spectroscopy

Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy is an analyti-
cal technique used for the elemental analysis or chemical 
characterization of gold nanocomposite hydrogel samples 
using Philips XL30 model, × 15–× 200,000 magnification 
with 2 nm resolution.

2.10  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
analysis

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) utilized to pro-
vide morphological, compositional information of gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels using LaB6 JEM 2000 model, 
2000 ×–1,500,000 × magnification with 0.23 nm resolution.

2.11  In vitro antibacterial activity assay

The virgin nanocomposite hydrogel (antibiotic unloaded) 
samples were inoculated in tubes with sterile saline solu-
tion (3 ml) at 37° C for 24 h. The selected indicator micro-
organisms were Staphylococcus aureus (MTCC430), Bacil-
lus cereus (MTCC3311) and Escherichia coli (MTCC739). The 
assay was conducted in Nutrient Agar (NA) plates seeded 
which seeded broth culture of different bacteria for 8 h. In 
each of these plates were cut out using sterile cork borer. 
The samples were cautiously added with different con-
centrations (150, 300, 450 and 600 µg) into wells by using 
sterilized dropping pipette. Followed by, the wells were 
permitted to diffuse at room temperature for 2 h, later the 
plates were incubated in a sealed container at 37 °C for 
18–24 h. The Gentamicin (500 µg) was elected as a positive 
control and distilled water was used as negative control. 
The antimicrobial activity of GIAE nanocomposite hydro-
gels was assessed by measuring the diameter of inhibition 
zone.

Table 1  Stoichiometric 
quantities and physical exterior 
of GIAE nanocomposite 
hydrogels based on IA, EG, AA 
and Au-NANO solution and 
distilled water

S. no Sample Composition (mole) Au-nano 
solution 
(mL)

Distilled 
water (mL)

Description

IA AA EG

1 GI1A1EG1 0.01 0.025 0.01 0.1 10.0 No gel formation
2 G1I1A1EG4 0.01 0.025 0.04 0.5 10.0 Pale brown, insoluble in water
3 G2I2A1EG3 0.02 0.025 0.03 1.0 10.0 Pale brown, insoluble in water
4 G3I2A1EG2 0.03 0.025 0.02 1.5 10.0 Pale brown, insoluble in water
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2.12  Anti‑fungal assay

Antifungal activity of virgin (antibiotic unloaded) GIAE 
nanocomposite hydrogels were tested using the well 
diffusion method. Petri plates were prepared with 20 ml 
of sterile MHA (Hi- media, Mumbai). The test culture was 
swabbed on the top of solidified media and allowed to 
dry for 10 min. Wells were made in the media using a well 
borer. The various concentrations of the sample (15, 30, 45 
and 60 µl per well) were loaded on the wells. Ketakonazole 
(100 μg/well) used as a positive control. These plates were 
incubated at 28 °C for 48 h in closed condition. The zone of 
inhibition was noticed in millimeters (mm).

2.13  In vitro cytotoxicity studies

The Cytotoxicity is being able to cause damage or death 
of normal cells. In order to identify the cell proliferation 
of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels, the 3T3 fibroblast cell 
lines were plated separately in 96 well plates at a concen-
tration of 1 × 105 cells/well. After 24 h cells washed thrice 
with 100 µl of serum-free medium and starved at 37 °C 
for 1 h. Subsequently, after starvation, cells were treated 
with the test compound for 24 h and 72 h. At the end of 
the treatment the medium was aspirated and serum free 
medium containing 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-Yl)-2,5-Di-
phenyltetrazolium Bromide (MTT) (0.5 mg/ml) was added 
and incubated for at 37 °C in for 4 h in a  CO2 incubator.

The (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-Yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazo-
lium Bromide (MTT) holding medium was then discarded 
and the cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) (200 µl). The crystals were then dissolved by adding 
100 µl of DMSO and it was mixed properly by pipetting 
up and down. Spectrophotometrically absorbance of the 
purple, blue formazan dye was measured in a microplate 
reader at 570 nm (Biorad 680). Cytotoxicity was deter-
mined using Graph pad prism-5 software.

2.14  Soil buried biodegradability

Biodegradable is one among the special advantage 
of hydrogels. Biodegradation  in which substances are 
decomposed by aerobic bacteria into simpler substances 
such as carbon dioxide and water etc. Biodegradation of 
the GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels was carried out under 
natural environment condition for 90 days. A 0.5 gm of 
GIAE nanocomposite hydrogel was buried in soil with a 
sealed tip tea bag which are commonly made up of filter 
paper, silk etc. The relative humidity was maintained at 
65%. Followed by, every 15 days once partially degrade 
hydrogel removed from soil and washed well with fresh 
water to avoid environmental impurities. Then, it was 
placed in a vacuum for 8 h at 37 °C until it gets constant 

weight. Once the weighing completed, the GIAE hydrogel 
replaced in the same place. Degrade weight of nanocom-
posite hydrogels was calculated by weight loss method 
using following formula (2).

where  Mt1 is pre weight of dried hydrogel and  Mt2 is post 
weight of degrade hydrogel at each time intervals.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  FT‑IR spectral studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The conformation of gold nanocomposite hydrogels net-
works have investigated by FT-IR spectroscopic analysis 
Fig. 1. The  G1I1A1EG4 (Fig. 1b) nanocomposite hydrogel 
observed a broad peak at 3420 cm− 1 might be to hydrogen 

(2)Weight loss =
Mt1 −Mt2

Mt1

× 100

Fig. 1  Comparative FT-IR spectra of polymeric  I1A1EG4 (a),  I2A1EG3 
(c),  I3A1EG2 (e) and gold nanocomposite hydrogels  G1I1A1EG4 (b), 
 G2I2A1EG3 (d),  G3I3A1EG2 (f)
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bonded OH stretching frequency. It is found that a charac-
teristic absorption peak at 2917 cm−1 corresponding to ali-
phatic  CH2 stretching. The FT-IR spectrum of C=O occurred 
at 1696 cm−1 (Fig. 1a) for a polymeric hydrogel while, it 
shifted to higher wave number 1687 cm−1 associated with 
the C=O stretching frequency in nanocomposite hydrogel 
[21]. It indicated that complexation took place in between 
the  COO− and Au nanoparticles. Similarly, the  G2I2A1EG3 
nanocomposite hydrogel the C=O stretching frequency 
shifted to lower frequency at 1679 cm−1 (Fig. 1d) Likewise, 
 G3I3A1EG2 gold nanocomposite hydrogel has also showed 
shifted wavenumber at 1678 cm−1 (Fig. 1f). The broad vibra-
tion at 3396, 3408 cm−1 characteristic to O–H of  G2I2A1EG3 
and  G3I3A1EG2 gold nanocomposite hydrogels. C–H sym-
metrical and asymmetrical stretching at 2920 cm−1 and 
2917 cm−1 with respect to  G2I2A1EG3 and  G3I3A1EG2 gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels. Many peaks appeared in the 
range of 1500–700 cm−1 due presence of CH,  CH2, and C–C 
and C–O groups of prepared nanocomposite hydrogels [22]. 
Therefore, the FT-IR spectroscopy analysis revealed that con-
crete evidence for mode of binding of Au nanoparticles with 
polymeric backbone [23].

3.2  Morphological studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is the most widely 
used for investigation of the shape, size, morphology, and 
porosity of hydrogel matrices. The morphology of the GIAE 
nano composite hydrogels were examined by SEM analysis, 
shown in Fig. 2. Micrograph for  G1I1A1EG4 nanocomposite 
hydrogel (a, b) revealed that needle and dent like homoge-
neous surface morphology. It also exhibits the smaller gold 
nanoparticles distributed throughout the hydrogel matrix. 
The  G2I2A1EG3 (c, d) nanocomposite hydrogel showed rough 
surface morphology along with the presence of spherical 
gold nanoparticles. The  G3I3A1EG2 (e, f ) nanocomposite 
hydrogel showed pitting surface morphology. In general, 
the gold nanoparticles are prone to aggregate with hydro-
gel matrix due to large surface area [24]. The smooth and 
porous structure of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels showed 
that expected to work as a unified biomedical system. More-
over, the morphology represents the GIAE nanocomposite 
hydrogels were exhibited the small uneven cavities, which 
encourage the swelling nature of hydrogels. The porous 
morphology of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels were mainly 
due to concentration of itaconic acid and gold nanoparticles 
respectively.

3.3  Equilibrium swelling studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The comparative equilibrium swelling behavior of GIAE 
nanocomposite hydrogels were carried in pH medium 
in between 1.2 and 10.0. The equilibrium swelling results 
have shown in Fig. 3. According to swelling equilibrium 
results of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels showed gradual 
increase in swelling behaviour in the presence of acidic 
to basic buffer medium. The prepared nanocomposite 
hydrogels have showed a maximum of swelling at pH 
10.0 due to due to anion–anion repulsive force as well as 
complete dissociation of carboxylate moieties. Meanwhile, 
at lower pH due to protonation of carboxylate groups, 
nanocomposite hydrogels shrink within a network. The 
 G1I1A1EG4 nanocomposite hydrogel exhibited 1740% and 
 G2I2A1EG3 revealed 2260% and  G3I3A1EG2 shown 2800% of 
swelling in 24 h. As the concentration of itaconic acid and 
gold nanoparticles increases, the swelling behavior also 
increased. It is due to additional osmotic pressure devel-
ops that expands the gel network further [25]. Swelling 
behavior of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels makes them 
appropriate candidates for controlled drug delivery sys-
tems. In general, addition of gold nanoparticles within the 
hydrogel, expands the gel networks and promotes higher 
water uptake capacity [26].

3.4  TGA‑DTA studies of GIAE gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels

The TGA and DTA thermogram of  G1I1A1EG4 nanocom-
posite hydrogel have shown in Fig.  4. The  G1I1A1EG4 
nanocomposite hydrogels observed three stages of 
decomposition. The first weight loss (18.6%) step occur-
ring over the range 40–188 °C may be attributed to the 
loss of residual water. The main stage of decomposi-
tion occurred from 248 to 351 °C with weight loss of 
47.3%. It is due to hydrogel in the case of crosslinked 
polymers suggested oxidative decomposition. The third 
stage decomposition started from 410 to 528 °C with 
weight loss of 79%. It might be to de-polymerization of 
 G1I1A1EG4 nanocomposite hydrogel. Similarly, the Fig. 5 
shows TGA–DTA thermogram of  G2I2A1EG3 nanocompos-
ite hydrogel. The thermogram of  G2I2A1EG2 nanocom-
posite hydrogel showed three decomposition stages. 
The first decomposition stage in the range 40–199 °C 
with weight loss of 19%, which attributed to the loss 
of bounded water. The second one in the interval of 
277–374 °C and the weight loss had been 51%. It has 
been described to decarboxylation of the polymeric 
nanocomposite which leads to the formation of inter- 
and intra-molecular anhydride. The third decomposi-
tion was in the range of 417–554 °C with weight loss of 
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80%. It is due to degradation of the residual polymer. The 
Fig. 6 exhibited the TGA & DTA thermogram of  G3I3A1EG2 
nanocomposite hydrogel. The first degradation tempera-
ture between 40 and 205 °C with weight loss of 20%, 
which due to easily bounded water. The second stage 
decomposition at 268–374 °C with 49% of weight loss. It 
is attributed to loss of crosslinking of polymeric matrix. 
The final decomposition noticed at 422–580 °C with a 
loss of 81%. The DTA results of GIAE nanocomposite 

hydrogels were also well supported by TGA results with 
necessary exothermic and endothermic peaks. Moreover, 
the thermal results of  G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite hydro-
gels were significantly higher thermal stability than the 
 G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG2 nanocomposite hydrogels. This 
study indicates, the improvement of thermal stability of 
nanocomposite hydrogels might be to the “nano-effect” 
of gold particles [27].

Fig. 2  SEM images of  G1I1A1EG4 (a, b)  G2I2A1EG3 (c, d) and  G3I3A1EG2 (e, f) nanocomposite hydrogels
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3.5  UV‑spectral studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The UV–vis spectra of gold nanoparticles incorporated 
GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels shown in Fig. 7. The GIAE 
nanocomposite hydrogels showed a distinct character-
istic absorption peak around 530 nm. This must be due 
to the characteristic surface plasmon resonance effect of 
spherical shape gold nanoparticles present in the hydro-
gel matrix [28]. Increase of itaconic acid ratio in the GIAE 
nanocomposite hydrogels composition, the gold nanopar-
ticles loading probably increased which in turn progres-
sively increases the absorption in the UV–vis spectra. In 
all the UV–vis spectra of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels 

the characteristic peak appeared ~ 531, 529 and 536 nm, 
indicating the complete absence of gold nanoparticles 
aggregation. From the UV–vis spectral analysis of GIAE, it 
is very clear that the gold nanoparticles have incorporated 
in the hydrogel network [29, 30].

3.6  EDX studies of GIAE gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels

The results of energy dispersive X-ray analysis of gold 
nanoparticles shown in Fig. 8. The GIAE nanocompos-
ite hydrogels showed an optical absorption band peak 
at ~ 2.0 keV, which is the typical absorption of metallic 

Fig. 3  Comparative swell-
ing equilibrium percentage 
of  G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 and 
 G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite 
hydrogels with various pH 1.2, 
6.0, 7.4 and 10.0

Fig. 4  TGA–DTA thermogram of  G1I1A1EG4 nanocomposite hydro-
gel

Fig. 5  TGA–DTA thermogram of  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite hydro-
gel
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gold nanoparticles [31]. The scanned electron micro-
graph image of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels showed 
an extreme distribution of gold nanoparticles within the 
hydrogel matrix. The  G1I1A1EG4 hydrogel found to be 0.72 
weight  % of gold nanoparticles composition. Similarly, the 
 G2I2A1EG3 and  G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite hydrogels found 
to have 1.55%, 10.03% respectively. The plot of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels demonstrated in the presence 
of carbon (C), oxygen (O) and gold (Au). These elements 
might have been present due to polymeric backbone pos-
sesses itaconic acid, acrylic acid, ethylene glycol and the 
gold nano solution. The weight percentage of gold com-
position of varied from  G1I1A1EG4 hydrogel to  G3I3A1EG2 
hydrogel (0.72–10.03%) according to the amount of gold 
nano colloidal solution added during preparation. The EDX 

quantitative analysis confirmed that the elemental com-
position of the Au nanoparticles in GIAE nanocomposite 
hydrogels [32].

3.7  TEM analysis of GIAE gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels

Figure 9 shows that transmission electron micrographs of 
gold nanoparticles morphology in GIAE nanocomposite 
hydrogels. The TEM image proves a uniform distribution 
of gold nanoparticles within the hydrogel matrix. It can be 
seen that gold nanoparticles were predominantly spheri-
cal in shape with sizes 5.64–36.12 nm. The obtained TEM 
images clearly shown that no agglomeration was formed 
during preparation of nanocomposites. According to Afzal 
et al. [33], it is clear that, the Au nanoparticles exhibit dif-
ference in morphology due to Au nano colloidal solution 
were added at different ratios during preparation of GIAE 
nanocomposite hydrogels.

3.8  Antibacterial activity of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The GIAE gold nanocomposite hydrogels were subjected 
to antibacterial pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus 
(gram + ve), Bacillus cereus (gram + ve) and Escherichia 
coli (gram − ve) and the results have shown in Fig. 10. 
The Gentamicin was chosen as a positive control with 
concentration of 500 µg/well. The Antibacterial activ-
ity of GIAE gold nanocomposite hydrogels have been 
tested into 150, 300, 450 and 600 µg concentrations. The 
 G1I1A1EG4 gold nanocomposite hydrogel showed zone 
of inhibition against S. aureus was 25, 30, 32, 34 mm and 
21 mm for positive control. The inhibition zone against E. 
coli was about 10, 14, 21, 23 mm and 20 mm for positive 
control. The zone of inhibition against B. cereus was 21, 
25, 27, 29 mm and 19 mm for positive control respec-
tively. The obtained results revealed that the,  G1I1A1EG4 
nanocomposite hydrogel have exhibited better zone of 
inhibition activity towards S. aureus and B. cereus than 
the E.coli. Conversely, The  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite 
hydrogel showed inhibition zone against S. aureus was 
about 16, 20, 25, 28 mm and 17 mm for positive con-
trol. The inhibition against. E.coli was listed as 14, 17, 20, 
23 mm and 21 mm for gentamicin. For B. cereus was about 
18, 24, 28, 30 mm and 20 mm for (+ ve) control. Similarly, 
the  G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite hydrogel has shown zone 
of inhibition against B. cereus as 13, 15, 17, 23 mm and 
29 mm for positive control. E. coli found to have 12, 14, 
17, 22 mm and 27 mm towards gentamicin. For S. aureus 
showed 12, 13, 16 and 19 mm. The  G3I3A1EG2 have shown 
24  mm for positive control. The antibacterial results 

Fig. 6  TGA–DTA thermogram of  G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite hydro-
gel

Fig. 7  UV–visible spectra of  G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 and  G3I3A1EG2 
gold nanocomposite hydrogels
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shown that the GIAE based nanocomposite hydrogels 
have shown good zone of inhibition towards all the 
three bacterial pathogens. Particularly, against B. cereus 
and S. aureus because the prepared hydrogel is anionic 
in nature. Hence, they showed highest zone of inhibi-
tion towards positive pathogens. Furthermore, the Au 
nanoparticles may interact with the surface of the cell 
membrane and disturbing respiratory function of the 
cell resulting in the death of bacterial pathogens [34].

3.9  Antifungal activity of GIAE gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels

The anti-fungal activities of GIAE nano composite hydrogels 
have shown in Fig. 11. The antifungal activity was examined 
against two pathogens such as Aspergillus niger and Can-
dida albicans. The ketaconazole (100 μg/well) was used as a 
positive control. The antifungal activity of GIAE nanocom-
posite hydrogels has been found for different concentra-
tions such as 15, 30, 45 and 60 µl per well. The  G1I1A1EG4 

Fig. 8  EDX spectrum and distribution of gold nanoparticles of  G1I1A1EG4 (a, b)  G2I2A1EG3 (c, d) and  G3I3A1EG2 (e, f) gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels
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nanocomposite hydrogel showed zone of inhibition against 
A. niger was 9, 11, 13, 15 mm and 26 mm for positive control. 
Similarly, against C. albicans was 0, 15, 17, 20 mm and 40 mm 
for ketaconazole. Moreover, the  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite 
hydrogel has shown zone of inhibition towards A. niger as 
13, 15, 19, 22 mm and for positive control 11 mm. Likewise, 
C. albicans found to have 0, 20, 25, 30 mm and 22 mm for 
positive control. In order to  G3I3A1EG2 nanocomposite hydro-
gel, the A. niger was 14, 16, 19, 22 mm and 23 mm for posi-
tive control. The C. albicans found to be 11, 14, 16, 19 mm 
and 28 mm for positive control respectively. The anti-fungal 
zone revealed that the prepared GIAE based nano compos-
ite hydrogels have shown good efficacy towards pathogens. 
Since, among the prepared GIAE based nanocomposite 

hydrogels, the  G3I3A1EG2 showed highest zone of inhibition 
than the  G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite hydrogels. 
Due to, it possesses high concentration of gold nanopar-
ticles and itaconic acid. In general, gold nanoparticles have 
increased in surface area hence, they may easily diffuse 
through the cell membrane to the inside of the cell. There-
fore, cell retards their normal functioning like replication and 
finally to the cell death [35, 36].

3.10  Cytotoxicity studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The microscopic images and  % of cell viability for GIAE 
based nanocomposite hydrogels have shown in Fig. 12 

Fig. 9  Electron diffraction pattern and TEM images of  G1I1A1EG4 (a–c)  G2I2A1EG3 (d–f) and  G3I3A1EG2 (g–i) gold nanocomposite hydrogels
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and Table 2. In utilizing  G1I1A1EG4 nanocomposite hydro-
gel the cell viability  % was about 92% with 10 µg/mL and 
90% for 250 µg/mL. Likewise, the  G2I2A1EG3 showed 101% 
cell proliferation with 10 µg/mL and 89% for 250 µg/mL. 
The  G3I3A1EG2 gold nanocomposite hydrogel exhibited cell 
proliferation for 10 µg/mL was 109% and 93% for 250 µg/
mL respectively. The prepared GIAE nanocomposite hydro-
gels showed cell viability against control was 100%. The 
obtained cytotoxicity results revealed that the prepared 
GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels were possessed ~ 90% 
of proliferation towards 3T3 fibroblast cell lines. Con-
versely, if any extract causes the destruction of 50% of 
the cell population, IC 50(%) is known as the cytotoxic 

index. Henceforth, none of the prepared nanocomposite 
hydrogels were toxic in nature. The  G3I3A1EG2 nanocom-
posite hydrogel exhibited highest cell viability % than the 
 G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposites. It is due to the com-
position of itaconic acid and gold nanoparticles. Since, the 
gold nanoparticles are inert in nature, acute cytotoxicity 
has not been observed so far [37].  

3.11  Degradation studies of GIAE gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels

The degradation studies of GIAE based nanocompos-
ite hydrogels have carried out by weight loss method in 

Fig. 10  Anti-bacterial activity of  G1I1A1EG4 (a–c)  G2I2A1EG3 (d–f) and  G3I3A1EG2 (g–i) gold nanocomposite hydrogels
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Fig. 11  Antifungal activity of  G1I1A1EG4 (a, b)  G2I2A1EG3 (c, d) and  G3I3A1EG2 (e, f) gold nanocomposite hydrogels

Fig. 12  Microscopic images of 3T3 fibroblast cell lines treated with  G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 and  G3I3A1EG2 gold nanocomposite hydrogels with 
respect to concentration
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the period of 90 days. The obtained weight loss (%) of 
GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels have shown in Fig. 13. 
The results of degradation was found that the  G1I1A1EG4 
nanocomposite hydrogel showed ~ 54% of weight loss. 
However, the  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite hydrogel under-
went ~ 59% of degraded weight loss. In the meantime, 
the  G3I3A1EG2 unveiled a ~ 67% of weight loss. It was 
found that the nanocomposite hydrogels showed lesser 
degraded weight loss than the polymeric hydrogel [38]. It 
might be on the basis of gold nanoparticles. Likewise, dur-
ing degradation the gold nanoparticles escape from the 
polymeric backbone in aqueous medium and may attach 
to the bacterial cell wall and rupture it, which causes leak-
age of intracellular substances and eventually causes cell 
death. On the other hand, the gold nanoparticles can also 

penetrate into the cells and adversely affect the cellular 
metabolic activities of bacteria and eventually death of 
the microbe. In general, gold nanoparticles are capable of 
causing a bacteriostatic (growth inhibition) effect. There-
fore, the degradation percentage of nanocomposites have 
been decreased for  G1I1A1EG4,  G2I2A1EG3 nanocomposite 
hydrogels than the  G3I3A1EG2 due to the composition of 
itaconic acid and gold nanoparticles [39].

4  Conclusions

• In summary, a series of GIAE gold nanocomposite 
hydrogels have been prepared viz. greener approach. 
The preparation methodology was comparatively 
gorgeous than the other method of formulation. This 
preparation method had been yet unreported in the 
literatures.

• The prepared itaconic acid based GIAE gold nanocom-
posite hydrogels have revealed the maximum extent 
of swelling at pH 7.4–10 due to the formation of car-
boxylate anion. As a result, obtained nanocomposite 
may utilize in biomedical applications because, many 
of the body fluids have neutral pH conditions.

• The results of thermal studies conclude that gold nano-
composite hydrogels were good thermal stability due 
to impact of gold nanoparticles.

Table 2  The cell viability % of GIAE nanocomposite hydrogels with 
respect to concentration

S. no Sample concen-
tration (µg/mL)

Cell viability (%)

G1I1A1EG4 G2I2A1EG3 G3I3A1EG2

1 10 92 101 109
2 25 99 90 97
3 50 96 96 99
4 100 95 93 98
5 250 90 89 93
6 Control 100 100 100

Fig. 13  The degradable weight 
loss percentage of  G1I1A1EG4, 
 G2I2A1EG3 and  G3I3A1EG2 gold 
nanocomposite hydrogels
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• The elemental composition of incorporation of gold 
nanoparticles in gold nanocomposite hydrogels were 
elucidated by Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) microa-
nalysis technique. The obtained spectrum results con-
firmed that the presence of a strong elemental absorp-
tion peak for gold at ~ 2 keV.

• The size of gold nanoparticles played an important key 
role to determine the properties of gold nanocompos-
ite hydrogels, it might be to large surface area of gold 
particles.

• The antimicrobial zone of inhibition owing to the con-
centration and size of gold nanoparticles. In general, 
smaller gold nanoparticles can easily interact with the 
cell wall of pathogens. It’s leading to retard their nor-
mal functioning and finally to the cell disintegration.

• The GIAE showed more than 90% of cell viability index. 
It is due to the stoichiometric amount of itaconic acid 
and gold nanoparticles.

• The obtained nanocomposite hydrogels underwent 
67% of degradation it might be in the formation of 
ester moieties in polymerization which facilitated the 
quick degradation process.

• Since, all above aspects revealed the GIAE gold nano-
composite hydrogels are eco-friendly, nontoxic and 
soft matter. Henceforth, it may be accentuated for bio-
medical applications.
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